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COIN VALIDATORS

These validators respond to the insertion of the correct coins or
tokens by issuing an output pulse to initiate the car wash or
boomgate control circuitry. Adjustable timing functions can be
offered, if required for direct control of other applications, such as
tennis court lighting etc.

SERIES 20 VALIDATORS
Single denominational
validators.
Dimensions: 151mm H
70mm W x 120mm D.

x

MODEL CS2O FP CR

SERIES 22 VALIDATORS
Sophisticated, electronic,
multi-denominational validators.
Dimensions: 151mm H x 70mm
W x 135mm D.

STANDARD FEATURES
z
z
z
z
z

z
z
z

Validates up to 6 different
coins or tokens.
Fitted with display indicating
coins in credit.
Rejected coins returned to
user.
Programmable for most world
currencies.
Considerable field set adjustments such as self diagnostic
feature, eliminate unwanted
coins, retain or cancel credit
overpay etc.
Coin inhibit when car park is
full feature.
Optional timing circuit, display
indicates time remaining.
Operates on either 240 Volts
or 12 Volts. Other voltages
available.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
A number of input/output options
are available and the validator
can be programmed for specific
applications such as car park, car
wash, coin timers etc.

A mechanically operated unit, a
pulse will be given on insertion
of each coin or token.

MODEL CS20F
This model will eliminate
fraudulent use of washers or
coins inserted on a string. The
number of coins needed to
output a pulse can be set from
one to nine. The pulse length is
also adjustable.

MODEL CS20MF
Similar to the CS20F but with
additional features for specific
applications (Dual output,
remote display etc).

SERIES 10 VALIDATORS
Single denominational
validators.
Dimensions: 240mm H
198mm W x 89mm D.

x

MODEL CS10
Similar to the CS20 FP CR
mechanism except that the
coins are fed through the top
and the unit comes with a self
contained cover and cash box.

MODEL CS10F
Like the CS20F,except with top
coin entry this electronic unit
can be adjusted from one to
nine coins for a pulse. It also
has an additional timing
function and comes with a self
contained cover and cash box.

MODEL CS10MP
Similar to the CS10F but with
additional features.
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Housing accepts Series 20 & 22 coin validators.

DRIVEWAY STANDS

stands
HIGH SECURITY
DS SERIES

Logical choice for high security applications.
z Seam welded bullet proof aluminium.
z Replaceable face plate accepts a variety of
Abberfield Technology pin number key pads, card
readers, coin validators etc.
z Concealed wiring.
z Optional dress plate for base.
z Heavy duty epoxy coating.
Special colours available.

MEDIUM SECURITY
RH SERIES
Security at an affordable price.

RH20/22

DS

For mounting on a roadway. Rear
access, recessed cash box.
Concealed wiring. Heavy duty
rectangular
steel
section,
galvanised and powder coated.

Without cash box. For mounting on the
roadway.

DS-S
Shorter for mounting on traffic islands.

LOW SECURITY
PS SERIES

DS2O/22
Includes concealed cash box. For
mounting on the
roadway.

Cost competitive.
z Concealed Wiring.
z Heavy duty epoxy coating.
z Special colours available.

DS2O/22 - S
Shorter for mounting on particularly
high traffic islands. Non standard - special request
only.

PS 20/22

DS2O/22- HS

PS20/22-S

Similar to the DS2O/22 except that the cash box is of
extreme vandal resistance with 3 mini safe locks.

For mounting on a traffic island.

For mounting on a driveway.

DS2O/22 - HS-S
Shorter for mounting on particularly high traffic
islands. Non standard - special request only.

DS series

DS

DS-S

PS series

PS20/22

PS20/22-S
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ET SERIES

WS SERIES

For control such as pin number or
magnetic card input.

Weather Shield stand to suit Abberfield
Technology’s Series ‘10’ coin units.
z Concealed Wiring.
z Optional light under hood illuminating coin
entrance and label.
z Hood height adjustable on stand.
z Special colours available.

ET
For mounting on a roadway.

ET-S
For mounting on a traffic island.

WS series

WALL MOUNTED CABINETS

wall

Model WM-RE with fascia

Model WM-RE

MODEL WM-RE
Wall mounted vandal resistant:
z Fits most walls- concrete block, double brick or brick cavity.
z Coin collection from rear.
z 3mm steel front panel.
z Accepts all front entry coin units.
z WM-RE with fascia dimensions: 395mm H x 260mm W x
195mm expandable to 250mm D.
z WM-RE dimensions: 375mm H x 240mm W x 195mm
expandable to 250mm D.

Model AO

Model WH

MODEL AO
Direct mounting housing for Series 20
and Series 22 units. Dimensions:
300mm H x 76mm W x 180mm D.

MODEL WH
Weather hood for wall mounted Series
10 units. Dimensions: 330mm H x
200mm W x 90mm D.

MODEL HS-RE
High security housing for wall
mounting.
z Fits most walls - concrete block,
double brick or brick cavity.
z Access door from rear.
z Produced from 5mm plate steel.
z Concealed hinge.
z Heavy duty epoxy coating.
Special colours available.
z Printed fascia instructions to
customer specification.
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